Communing With My Presence
Letters to my Presence can be a wonderful inner communion experience
Oh ‘Mighty Christ I AM’, I know that Thy jewel abides within my heart and the nature of your expression
is Perfection. I have heard that Akasha will decree from Her temples that You now begin to unleash your
Presence, your Power and Perfection from Thy great God Centre within me and that I am in this year to
call upon you, ‘Beloved Christ I AM’ inside me, come forth and RELEASE, UNLEASH, and EXPRESS
your Perfection. I understand what this means. I am acknowledging Thy Presence within. I know that
your Presence is Omnipresence, Omnipotence, Omniscience, All-Knowing, All-Loving, everywhere
present, Infinite Perfection.
You are awake in me, in fact, it is your Presence inside my heart that has awakened me and you are active
in me. And by my efforts, by all the meditations in the past, every time I’ve turned my attention within,
every time I’ve acknowledged, every time I have decreed, your Presence has grown within me, awake and
active, and now your Presence, in this new time of the Seventh Golden Age, and stepping forth onto the
path of Resurrection, the next great activity is to unleash Thy Presence, Thy Power throughout my being
and world.
How will this occur? Well, my Ascended Master teachers are reminding me that not even You, nothing
can get into my outer world of form, of experience, of substance; nothing can get into my outer world
including You, my own Beloved Christ Presence, without your Presence first abiding within my
consciousness. So when I say to you, ‘Beloved I AM’, I acknowledge that you are awake in me, I
acknowledge that you are active and I am using my free will, I am speaking to You, my own great God
Self to UNLEASH the power of your Perfection. Express your Perfection through my consciousness. And
it is through this great activity that You will unleash the ‘Christ I AM’ ultimately as the only acting
activity within my consciousness.
‘Beloved Sacred Flame within my heart, come forth and unleash, interpret and translate your Perfection
into and through my consciousness.’ Do I have an understanding of this? Oh ‘Beloved I AM’, let me try
because I understand that to have this understanding inside me, it can then unfold outside of me.
I have a consciousness and I have a much greater understanding today of consciousness than I had
yesterday. I understand that consciousness is infinite, yet we have not experienced the infinite nature of
our consciousness because we, as human beings, fell into a deep dream, and dreamed the tree of
knowledge of good and evil. In this, we as creator beings, created something that never existed in our
consciousness before we ever came to the Earth.
We, as creator beings, used your Power, ‘Mighty Christ I AM’, as creator beings to dream opposites, to
dream duality and to dream the experience of fear. I understand now. I am awake. I understand that fear
has contracted, limited, and placed my consciousness in a box of belief systems fostered by a belief in two
powers. In my process of awakening, ‘Beloved I AM’, I have discovered that you can offer me the Sacred
Fire, and beyond you, I can go to the Great Ones and the Angels to get that Sacred Fire to sweep into my
being and world to begin, by my command, to take that fear right out of my being and world; right out of
my consciousness so that my consciousness can begin to do what it was intended to do – expand and once
again be infinite.
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Oh ‘Beloved Christ I AM’, in these days of resurrection I am having great epiphany. I am having great
awakenings. I am leaning upon those mighty words, ‘I AM here, I AM there, I AM everywhere’. This ‘I’
that speaks, this is my True Self. This is you speaking and this mighty statement reveals that I AM is
consciousness and the only way this mighty statement can be fulfilled and experienced is because ‘I AM
is Infinite Consciousness’; therefore there is no place that your consciousness, that I am an
individualization of, is not present. Ahhh … it feels good to awaken and to be aware of these things.
Oh ‘Mighty Christ I AM’, I just love to greet you. You are my true glorious God Self. Oh my Beloved
Presence, come forth and express your Perfection and Joy through me. Express your Presence through the
intelligence of my mind. Come forth and express Thy Will through my feeling side of life. As I go on
about my daily activities, ‘Beloved I AM that I AM’, I seek not to do one thing without being certain that
Thy Presence is expressing through my mind, my thoughts, my feelings, my actions, my decisions, my
desires, my hopes, dreams, my aspirations. I look to you my Divine and Sacred Self, Infinite and Divine
Consciousness, expressing through my being and world and in all that I AM seeking to accomplish.
And where there are challenges, ‘Beloved Christ I AM’, I look to you. I look to you for a solution here.
And when I enter out into the world, when I’m working alongside others and there are challenges that rise
up or disagreements or arguments, let me remember that Thy Presence abides in everyone else’s heart
whether they know it or not. I know it and that’s the difference; I know it. And it is no longer acceptable
to me when I am out working in the world not to bring your Presence into everything that I am doing.
I am ready for miracles. I am ready to observe your Presence being the solution to every problem, to
every appearance, to every disagreement, whatever that is, I just love to look to you, ‘My God Presence’,
to come forth and be the revelation, to be the answer. Connect me at all times with the right people, in the
right place, at the right time. Offer Thy guiding Presence. I wish to come to that place where I know that
when I am thinking I am thinking constructively; that when I am thinking, there is a Presence of your
Higher Intelligence that is expressing through my thoughts, through my intuitions, through my field of
resonance and sensitivity.
In my Resurrection up into Thy glorious Presence, I offer to you that which are my faculties of resonance,
intuition, sensitivity, to be that which is taken up by you. And ‘Beloved Christ I AM’, when I am out in
the world make sure that I am shielded, that I never take on the discord that is generated by others. Seal
my in Thy great Cosmic Armour of Light that makes me invisible, invincible to the discord that yet
remains in the outer world.
Oh ‘Beloved Christ I AM’, keep me ahead of time constantly aware of all that I might face and always,
always, always send forth Thy Presence out in front of me. ‘Keep me mindful and in deep comprehension
of the words of the prophet’, ‘There can be a Presence that goeth before me and doeth all things’.
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